Abstract. We study various generalizations of reversal-bounded multicounter machines and show that they have decidable emptiness, infiniteness, disjointness, containment, and equivalence problems. The extensions include allowing the machines to perform linear-relation tests among the counters and parameterized constants (e.g., "Is
Introduction
The simplest language recognizers are the finite automata. It is well known that all varieties of finite automata (one-way, two-way, nondeterministic, etc.) are effectively equivalent, and the class has decidable emptiness, infiniteness, disjointness, containment, and equivalence problems. These problems, referred to as F-problems, are defined as follows, for arbitrary finite automata When a two-way finite automaton is augmented with a storage device, such as a counter, a pushdown stack or a Turing machine tape, the F-problems become undecidable (no algorithms exist). In fact, it follows from a result in [12] that the emptiness problem is undecidable for two-way counter machines even over a unary input alphabet. On binary inputs, if one restricts the counter machines to make only a finite number of turns on the input tape, the emptiness problem is also undecidable, even for the case when the input head makes only one turn (i.e., change in direction) [9] . However, for one-way counter machines, it is known that the equivalence (hence also the emptiness) problem is decidable, but the containment and disjointness problems are undecidable [14] .
In this paper, we study two-way finite automata augmented with finitely many counters. A restricted version of these machines was studied in [9] , where: i) each counter is reversal-bounded in that it can be incremented or decremented by 1 and tested for zero, but the number of times it can change mode from nondecreasing to nonincreasing and vice-versa is bounded by a constant, and ii) the two-way input is finite-crossing in that the number of times the input head crosses the boundary between any two adjacent cells of the input tape is bounded by a constant (there is no bound on how long the head can remain on a cell).
We consider various generalizations of finite-crossing reversal-bounded multicounter machines and investigate their decision problems. The extensions include allowing the machines to perform linear-relation tests among the counters and parameterized constants (e.g., "Is
?", where are parameterized constants). We show that many classes have decidable F-problems. We believe that these machines are the most powerful machines known to date for which the decision problems are decidable. Decidability results for such machines are useful in the analysis of reachability problems and the verification/debugging of safety properties in infinite-state transition systems. For example, we show that (binary, forward, and backward) reachability, safety, and invariance are solvable for these machines.
Reversal-Bounded Multicounter Machines
It is convenient to represent a counter machine as a program. The standard model of a deterministic two-way multicounter machine can be specified by a program denote labels or states (we will use the latter terminology in the paper); (2) read (INPUT) means read the symbol currently under the input head and store it in INPUT; (3) y is # or a symbol in the input alphabet of the machine; (4) The instruction left means move the input head one cell to the left, and right means move the input head one cell to the right; (5) T represents a counter. Thus a machine with counters will have is reversal-bounded if there is a nonnegative integer~such that for any computation on any input, every counter of 2 makes no more than~reversals (alternations between nondecreasing and nonincreasing modes). So, for example, a counter with the computation pattern "00000111111222222344444" has 0 reversals. On the other hand, "00000111111222222344444333222123344" has 2 reversals.
2
is finite-crossing if there is a positive integer such that on every computation on any input, 2 's input head crosses the boundary between any two adjacent tape cells at most times. Note that there is no bound on the number of turns the input head makes on the tape. There is also no bound on how long the head can remain (sit) on a symbol.
is one-way if it is 1-crossing.
Fundamental Decidable Problems
We begin with the following theorem in [9] . Theorem 1. The emptiness problem is decidable for nondeterministic one-way reversal-bounded multicounter machines.
Nondeterministic finite-crossing machines can be converted to one-way (this is not true for the deterministic case). Hence: Theorem 2. The emptiness problem is decidable for nondeterministic finite-crossing reversal-bounded multicounter machines.
We can generalize Theorem 1 to allow one of the counters to be unrestricted: Theorem 3. The emptiness problem is decidable for nondeterministic one-way machines with one unrestricted counter and several reversal-bounded counters.
Theorem 4.
The infiniteness and disjointness problems are decidable for nondeterministic finite-crossing reversal-bounded multicounter machines.
Containment and equivalence are undecidable for nondeterministic machines. In fact, it is undecidable to determine, given a nondeterministic one-way machine with one 1-reversal counter, whether it accepts all strings [2] . However for deterministic machines, we can prove: Theorem 5. The containment and equivalence problems are decidable for deterministic finite-crossing reversal-bounded multicounter machines.
Generalizations

Constant increments and comparisons
The first generalization of a multicounter machine is to allow the counters to store negative numbers, and allow the program to use assignments of the form . One can easily show that any (reversal-bounded) multicounter machine 2 that uses these generalized instructions can be converted to an equivalent (reversal-bounded) standard model
Linear conditions
We can further allow tests like "t can also be expressed using the above constructions.
We can allow a multicounter machine ," where @ is a linear relation on the counters. Unfortunately, the halting (and, hence, the emptiness) problem is undecidable for reversal-bounded multicounter machines that allow linear-relation conditionals. In fact, the undecidability holds even in the case of only 3 counters: Theorem 6. Consider only deterministic machines with 3 counters, 3 5 7 8 , and , with no input tape. The counters which are initially 0 can only use instructions of the form ? is not allowed). The halting problem for such machines is undecidable.
Proof. A close look at the proof of the undecidability of the halting problem for twocounter machines (with no input tape) in [12] reveals that the counters behave in a regular pattern. The two counter machine operates in phases in the following way. . During the phase, the first counter is increasing, while the second counter is decreasing. The phase ends with the first counter having value
and the second counter having value 0. Then in the next phase the modes of the counters are interchanged. Thus, a sequence of configurations corresponding to the phases above will be of the form
where the and , respectively): .
There is a stronger notion of reversal-boundedness. A counter with the computation pattern "00000111111222222344444" corresponds to 0-reversal.
In this example there are segments of the computation when the counter value does not change. We define a stronger notion of reversal-boundedness. We say that 2 is strongly reversal-bounded if there is a nonnegative integer~such that for any computation on any input, every counter of 2 makes no more than~alternations between increasing, no-change, and decreasing modes. In the above example, the pattern corresponds to 6 strong reversals.
Obviously a strongly reversal-bounded multicounter machine is reversal-bounded. However, a reversal-bounded machine need not be strongly reversal-bounded. For example, the patterns of the form "122334455 ª ¤ ª I ª " correspond to 0-reversal, but are not strongly reversal-bounded.
Note that while the machine 2 in the construction in Theorem 6 is reversalbounded, it is not strongly reversal-bounded. However, we can prove the following: Theorem 8. The emptiness problem is decidable for nondeterministic finite-crossing strongly reversal-bounded multicounter machines using linear-relation conditionals on the counters.
Before we give the proof we need some definitions and notations. Suppose Thus, e.g., a counter can go from nochange to increasing, or from increasing to decreasing, etc. We note that since the machine executes its program sequentially (one instruction at a time), no two counters can make a mode-change at the same time. Assume there are counters. At any time during the computation, the modes of the counters can be represented by a mode-vector
, where ¢ is the mode of the ± -th counter, for
. There are only a finite number (S¯) of such vectors. The behavior of the counters during an accepting computation (which, by definition, is a halting computation) can be represented by a sequence: no-change°. Thus, we can divide the computation into phases, where in each phase, no counter changes mode. Now since the machine is strongly reversal-bounded, µ is upper-bounded by some fixed number.
Call the sequence . We assume that is still strongly-reversal bounded. We can iterate the process to remove all atomic linear-relation conditionals.
Allowing parameterized constants
We can further generalize our model by allowing parameterized constants in the linear relations. So for example, we can allow instructions like ). We can specify the values of these parameters at the start of the computation by including them on the input tape. Thus, the input to the machine with parameterized constants will have the form "#£ ) that the parameterized constants
assume for this run, and % is a separator. We assume that the £ ¢ 's are represented in unary along with their signs.
Theorem 9.
The emptiness problem is decidable for nondeterministic finite-crossing strongly reversal-bounded multicounter machines using linear-relation conditionals on the counters and parameterized constants.
Allowing one unrestricted counter
We can allow one of the counters to be unrestricted (i.e., not reversal-bounded) provided the input is one-way:
Theorem 10. The emptiness problem is decidable for nondeterministic one-way machines with one unrestricted counter and several strongly reversal-bounded counters using linear-relation conditionals on the reversal-bounded counters and parameterized constants.
Restricted linear relations
Because of Theorem 6, none of Theorems 8-10 holds when the machines are reversalbounded but not strongly reversal-bounded. However, suppose we require that in every linear relation @ , every atomic linear relation in @ involves only the parameterized constants and at most one counter so, e.g., The results of the previous section can be used to analyze verification problems (such as reachability, safety, and invariance) in infinite-state transition systems that can be modeled by multicounter machines. Decidability of reachability is of importance in the areas of model checking, verification, and testing [7, 3, 15] . In these areas, a machine is used as a system specification rather than a language recognizer, the interest being more in the behaviors that the machine generates. Thus, in this section, unless otherwise specified, the machines have no input tape. For notational convenience, we restrict our attention to machines whose counters can only store nonnegative integers. The results easily extend to the case when the counters can be negative. . Thus, the set of all possible configurations is a subset of
can reach configuration ) is definable by a Presburger formula. 3. post*È
